
7th Grade English  

Aug. 26 – Sept. 6, 2017 

   

a.k.a. genius: Summarizing Events  

  
After reading the summer novel a.k.a. genius, 7th grade English students summarized 
the major events of this heart-warming Catholic school story.  Each student wrote 

three of his/her favorite events on a sticky note.  Students then worked in pairs to 

place their favorite events in chronological order to create mini-posters.  Students 
enjoyed remembering the highlights of this inspiring book.   
 

   
 

   
 

   



 

Topics of the Week  

   

 

Class Assignments  

   

Homework  

Must do EVERY night!  

1. Have an adult quiz you on the spelling and definition of each vocabulary word. 
2. Read a book for at least 10 minutes.  Use a timer.  

  

Assignments for the week include, but are not limited to, the following list:  

 Mon., Aug. 28:  Write vocab words in cursive 3 times each.   

 Tues., Aug. 29:  Write each vocab word in a complete sentence. 
 Wed., Aug. 30:  Complete the online capitalization of book titles exercise. 

 Thurs., Aug. 31: Complete the chapter 1 study guide. 

 Fri., Sept. 1:  Read AR book.  Study vocab. Test on Wednesday.   

   

  



Esperanza Rising Vocabulary  

1924 and Chapter 1  

   

1. beacon – noun; something that guides or gives hope to others; strong light;  

o syn: light, lamp 

   

2. capricious – adjective; changing often and quickly;  

o syn: fickle, changeable, fluid 

   

3. forlorn – adjective; sad and lonely;  
o syn: unhappy, droopy, gloomy 

   

4. premonition – noun; a feeling that something is going to happen;  
o syn: foreboding feeling 

   

5. propriety – noun; behavior that is socially or morally correct;  
o syn: decency, decorum 

   

6. resounding – adjective; making an echoing sound;  

o syn: clamorous, clattering, noisy 

   

7. resurrected – verb; to raise from the dead;  

o syn: rejuvenate, revive, rekindle 

   

8. scythe – noun; farming tool with curved blade for cutting grass;  

o syn: knife, blade 

   



 
   

Fatima Prayer  

Oh my Jesus, 

Forgive us our sins. 

Save us from the fires of hell. 

Lead all souls to heaven 

Especially those in most need of thine mercy.  

 


